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Abstract— Truncation and round off errors in adders
has become unavoidable in modern VLSI technology. A
new type of adder i.e. error tolerant adder(ETA) is
proposed to tolerate those errors and to attain low power
consumption and high speed performance in DSP
systems. In conventional adder circuit, delay is mainly
certified to the carry propagation chain along the critical
path, from the LSB to MSB. If the carry propagation can
be eliminated by the technique proposed in this paper, a
great improvement in speed performance and power
consumption is achieved. By operating shifting and
addition in parallel, the error tolerant adder tree
compensates for the truncation errors. To prove the
feasibility of the ETA, normal addition operation present
in the DCT algorithm is replaced by the proposed
addition arithmetic and the experimental results are
shown.
Index Terms— Adders, digital signal processing (DSP),
error tolerance, discrete cosine transform, distributed
arithmetic, and XOR gate.

1. INTRODUCTION
The system should always provide correct and accurate
results in earlier digital VLSI design. The analog
computation produces “good enough” results rather than
accurate results [9]. The data processed by many digital
systems may already contain errors. The analog signal is
coming from the outside world must first be sampled before
being converted to digital data. The digital data are then
processed and transmitted in a noisy channel before
converting back to an analog signal. During this process,
errors may occur.
To deal with error-tolerant problems, some truncated
adders/multipliers have been reported, [8] [10] but are not
able to perform well in its speed, power, area, or accuracy.
Of course, not all digital systems can engage the errortolerant concept. In digital systems such as control systems,
the correctness of the output signal is extremely important,
and this denies the use of the error tolerant circuit. However,
for many digital signal processing (DSP) systems that
process signals relating to human senses such as hearing,
sight, smell, and touch, e.g., the image processes and speech
processing systems, the error-tolerant circuits may be
applicable [11].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
proposes the addition arithmetic of the error-tolerant adder

(ETA). In Section III, the detailed design of the ETA is
explained. The experimental results are shown in Section IV.
Section V provides an application example of the ETA.
Lastly, the conclusion of this work is presented in Section
VI.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Most of the adder structures discussed in this paper is
applicable to general purpose designs, with a few exceptions.
Increasingly huge data sets and the need for instant response,
the adder should be large and fast. The traditional ripplecarry adder (RCA) is therefore no longer suitable for large
adders because of its low-speed performance.
Many different types of adders, such as the carry-skip
adder (CSK) [13], The Carry Skip Adder reduce the carrypropagation time by skipping over groups of consecutive
adder stages. The carry skip adder is usually comparable in
speed to the carry lookahead adders, but it requires less chip
area and consumes less power compared to carry lookahead
adders.
Then next the carry-select adder (CSL) [1], The Carry
Select Adder consists of two ripple carry adders and one
multiplexer. The two adders are used to calculate the
addition twice; one addition is computed assuming carry
input “1” and the other as “0”. The correct output is then
selected upon the arrival of carry-in and carry-look-ahead
adder (CLA), [14] have been developed. The Carry Look
Ahead Adder has lower delay but requires much more
complex circuitry in achieving its performance However,
there are always trade-offs between speed and power. The
error-tolerant design can be a potential solution to this
problem. By sacrificing some accuracy, the ETA can attain
great improvement in both the power consumption and speed
performance.

3. ERROR TOLERANT ADDER
Error-tolerance deals with the use of defective circuitry
that occasionally produces errors, yet provides acceptable
performance to end users when executing certain
applications [2]. The motivation for using such devices is the
related increase in effective yield, and hence lower cost
parts.This error tolerance concept is applicable only for the
system which doesn‟t require accurate output results.
However, for many digital signal processing (DSP) systems
that process signals relating to human senses such as hearing,
sight, smell, and touch, e.g., the image processing and speech
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processing systems, the error-tolerant circuits may be
applicable.
3.1 Projected Addition Arithmetic
In a normal adder circuit, the delay is mainly certified to
the carry propagation chain along the critical path, from the
LSB to MSB.A major proportion of the power consumption
of an adder is due to the unwanted signal component that are
caused by the carry propagation[7]. Therefore, if the carry
propagation can be removed, a great improvement in speed
performance and power consumption can be achieved.
Some terminologies used in the ETA are shown below.
• Total error (TE): TE = |Bc – Be|, where Be is the result
obtained by the adder, and Bc denotes the correct result (all
the results are represented as decimal numbers)
• Accuracy (ACC): The accuracy of an adder is used to
indicate how “correct” the output of an adder is for a
particular input. It is defined as: ACC= (1 – TE/Bc)*100.Its
value ranges from 0% to 100%.
• Minimum acceptable accuracy (MAA): Although some
errors are allowed to exist at the output of an ETA, the
accuracy of an acceptable output should be “high enough”
(higher than a threshold value) to meet the requirement of the
whole system. Minimum acceptable accuracy is just that
threshold value. The result obtained whose accuracy is
higher than the minimum acceptable accuracy is called
acceptable result.
• Acceptance probability (AP): Acceptance probability is the
probability that the accuracy of an adder is higher than the
minimum acceptable accuracy. It can be expressed as AP=P
(ACC>MAA), with its value ranging from 0 to 1.

Fig. 1 Proposed Addition Arithmetic
The input operands are split into two parts: an accurate
part that includes most significant bits and the inaccurate part
that is made up of the least significant bits. The length of
each part need not necessary be equal. The two 16-bit input
operands, A = “1101011011010110” (54998) and B =
“0111011000010101” (30229), are divided equally into 8
bits each for the accurate and inaccurate parts are shown in
Fig 1.
In accurate part normal addition method is applied from
right to left (LSB to MSB). This is to preserve its correctness
since the higher order bits play a more important role than
the lower order bits. No carry signal will be generated at any

bit position to eliminate the carry propagation path. To
minimize the overall error, a special strategy is adapted and
can be described as follow: 1) check every bit position from
left to right (MSB to LSB); 2) if both input bits are “0” or
different, normal one-bit addition is performed and the
operation proceeds to next bit position; 3) if both input bits
are “1,” the checking process stopped and from this bit
onward, all sum bits to the right are set to “1.” The addition
mechanism described can be easily understood from the
example given with a final result of “10100110011011111”
(85215).
The
above
addition
should
actually
yield
“10100110011101011” (85227) if normal arithmetic has
been applied. The total error generated can be computed as
TE = 85227 – 85215 = 12.The accuracy of the adder with
respect to these two input operands is ACC = (1 –
12/85227)*100% = 99.98%.By eliminating the carry
propagation path in the inaccurate part and performing the
addition in two separate parts simultaneously, the overall
delay time is greatly reduced, so is the power consumption.

4. PROPOSED METHOD
The error tolerant adder consists of two parts: an accurate
part and an inaccurate part. Here a 32-bit adder is used as an
example for our illustration of the design methodology and
circuit implementation of an ETA.
4.1 Dividing Approach of the Adder
The first step is to divide the ETA into two parts in a
specific manner. The dividing approach is based on a guessand-verify trick, depending on the requirements, such as
accuracy, speed, and power. First consider the delay of the
proposed ETA as Ed= max (Eh, El) where Eh is the delay in
the accurate part and El is the delay in the inaccurate part.
With the proper dividing strategy, we can make Eh
approximately equal to El and hence achieve an optimal time
delay. With this dividing strategy method defined, then test
whether the accuracy performance of the adder meets the
requirements specified by the designer.
For some application, the requirement of the minimum
acceptable accuracy should be 95% and the acceptance
probability to be 98%. The proposed partition method must
therefore have at least 98% of all possible inputs reaching an
accuracy of better than 95%. If this requirement is not met,
then one bit should be shifted from the inaccurate part to the
accurate part and have the checking process repeated.
Due to the simplicity in structure and the removal of
switching actions in the inaccurate part, putting more bits in
this part yields more power saving. [7] Here the 32bit adder
is divided by putting 12 bits in the accurate part and 20 bits
in the inaccurate part.
4.2 Design of the Accurate Part of 32bit ETA
In the proposed 32-bit ETA, the accurate part consists of
12 bits. The ripple-carry adder has been chosen for the
accurate part of the circuit since it is the most power-saving
conventional adder, The Ripple Carry Adder, being the
simplest one, uses the least hardware circuitry when
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compared to all other traditional adder circuits in use is
shown in Fig 2.
The delay of the ripple carry adder increases linearly with
the number of bits with a worst case delay of O(n). This
worst case delay makes it slow when large bit sizes are used.

Fig. 4 Carry-free addition block: Overall architecture

Fig. 2 12-bit ripple carry adder

Here the modified XOR gate is designed by using the
CMOS logic. It consists of three inputs namely A, B and
CTL. CTL is the control signal coming from the control
block and is used to set the operational mode of the circuit.

4.3 Design of the Inaccurate Part of 32bit ETA
The inaccurate part consist of 20 bits and it is the most
essential section in the proposed ETA as it determines the
accuracy, speed performance, and power consumption of the
adder. The inaccurate part consists of two blocks: the carry
free addition block and the control block.
The function of the control block is to detect
the first bit position when both input bits are “1,” and to set
the control signal on this position as well as those on its right
to high. It is made up of 20 control signal generating cells
(CSGCs) and each cell generates a control signal for the
modified XOR gate at the corresponding bit position in the
carry-free addition block.

Fig. 5 XOR gate using CMOS logic
When CTL=0, leaving the circuit to operate in the normal
XOR mode. When CTL=1, connecting the output node to
VDD, and hence setting the sum output to “1.” Hence the
novel adder is designed. To prove the feasibility of the ETA,
normal addition operation present in the DCT algorithm can
be replaced by the proposed addition arithmetic.
Fig. 3 Graphical Implementations of CSGC
Two types of CSGC, labelled as type I and II are
designed, and the schematic implementations of these two
types of CSGC are provided.

5. ARCHITECTURE OF THE 1-D 8-POINT
DCT
The1-D 8-point DCT architecture can be constructed
using a DA-Butterfly-Matrix that includes two DA even
processing elements (DAEs), a DA odd processing element
(DAO) and 12 adders/subtractions, and 8 ETAs.

4.4 Carry free addition block
The carry-free addition block is made up of 20 modified
XOR gates, and each of which is used to generate a sum bit.
The block diagram of the carry-free addition block and the
schematic implementation of the modified XOR gate are
shown in Fig 4.
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Architecture of the 1-D 8-Point DCT
5.1 Discrete Cosine Transform
Discrete cosine transform is a widely used tool in
image processing and video compression applications [15].
One clear advantage of the DCT over the DFT is that there is
no need to manipulate complex numbers. Recently, the high
throughput DCT designs have been adopted to fit the
requirements of real time applications. When computing a
two-dimensional DCT, a large number of multiplications and
additions are required in the direct approach. Multiplications,
which are the most time-consuming operations in simple
processor, can be completely avoided in the proposed
architecture for real-time image compression. An area
efficient high performance VLSI architecture for DCT based
on the distributed arithmetic is proposed in this paper.
Minimum number of additions is used to the DCT by
exploiting the timing property of the DCT transform based
on the distributed arithmetic [16].
5.2 Distributed Arithmetic
Distributed Arithmetic (DA) is an efficient method
for computing inner products when one of the input vectors
is fixed [19]. It uses look-up tables and accumulators instead
of multipliers for computing inner products and has been
widely used in many DSP applications such as DFT, DCT,
convolution, and digital filters. In particular, there has been
great interest in implementing DCT with distributed
arithmetic and in reducing the ROM size required in the
implementations since the DA-based DCT architectures are
known to have very regular structures suitable for VLSI
implementations [17]. Most DA-based DCT implementations
use the original DCT algorithm or the even-odd frequency
decomposition of the DCT algorithm along with some
memory reduction techniques such as the partial sum
technique and/or the offset binary coding technique [18].
5.3 Error Tolerant Adder Tree (ETAT)
In general, the shifting and addition computation
uses a shift-and-add operator in VLSI implementation in
order to reduce hardware cost. However, when the number of
the shifting and addition words increases, the computation
time will also increase. Therefore, the shift-adder-tree
operates shifting and addition in parallel by unrolling all the
words needed to be computed for high-speed applications.
However, a large truncation error occurs. The proposed ETA
operates shifting and addition in parallel by unrolling all the

words required to be computed. Furthermore, the errorcompensated circuit alleviates the truncation error for high
accuracy design. Here the conventional adder is said to be
the ripple carry adder (RCA). Here the normal addition
operation can be replaced by the proposed addition
arithmetic to achieve low power consumption and high speed
performance.
Let A = 4 bit right shift register which will give the LSB
of the resultant at the 4th clock cycle. B = 4 bit register.
Value will never get change. P = 4 bit shift register partial
input partial output (PIPO) for storing the partial product. At
first T=0; P = 0000; A= 1001; B = 1101. At the first clock
cycle i.e., at T = 1.It check the LSB bit of the A register if it
if „1‟ then B register value will get added with the initial P
register value else if LSB bit of A register value is „0‟ then
initial p value will be get added with the current p register
value. After adding we will get a 5 bit output (4:0), in that bit
(4:1) is stored in the P register and the (0) LSB value will be
shifted in to the A register from right to left. Multiplied result
will be obtained at the Nth cycle of the process, where N
represents the number of bits in the A and B. here 4 bit of
data is used and at 4th clock cycle the output is obtained.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
COMPARISON
To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed ETA,
simulate the ETA along with two types of conventional
adders namely Ripple Carry Adder and Carry Select Adder
by using XILINX ISE10.1 tool.
TABLE I
POWER AND AREA RESULTS
Type

Power(mw)

Delay(ns)

RCA

40

15.35

Transistor
count
106

CSLA

41

17.00

150

ETA

33

7.269

120

Table I shows the comparison results of ETA and the
conventional adders. Comparing the simulation results of the
proposed ETA with other adders shows that the overall
performance of the ETA is improved. The power consumed
by the ETA (33mw) is less when compared to other two
methods. The delay of ETA (7.269ns) is also reduced than
others. The transistor is slightly increased due to the design
of XOR gate in CMOS logic. To reduce the transistor count
transmission gates can be used instead of CMOS logic in
XOR gate, the area will be further reduced.
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Comparison Results of Adders
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7. APPLICATION OF ERROR TOLERANT ADDER IN
DSP
The Discrete Cosine Transformation is a critical function
in image processing and many other DSP applications. The
analysis process of DCT contains large number of additions
and multiplications. To prove the feasibility of the ETA, we
replaced all the common additions involved in a normal DCT
algorithm with our proposed addition arithmetic.
A digital image was represented by a matrix in a DSP
system, and each element of the matrix represents the colour
of one pixel of the image. To compare the quality of images
processed by both the conventional DCT and the inaccurate
DCT that had incorporated our proposed ETA, consider the
following experiment, an image was first translated to a
matrix form and sent through a standard system that made
used of normal DCT and normal reverse DCT.

Fig.7 Image processed with the proposed ETA
The comparison between the two images shows that the
quality loss to the image using the proposed ETA is
negligible and can be completely tolerated by human eyes.
These simulation results have proven the practicability of the
ETA proposed.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the concept of error tolerance is introduced
in VLSI design. A novel type of adder, (error-tolerant adder),
which trades certain amount of accuracy for significant
power saving and performance improvement, is proposed.
By eliminating the carry propagation path in the inaccurate
part and performing the addition in two separate parts
simultaneously, the overall delay time is greatly reduced.
Then the ETA is applied to the 1-D 8point DCT. The normal
addition operation is replaced by the proposed addition
arithmetic. The proposed ETA is well in terms of power and
area when compared to the conventional ripple carry adder
(RCA). In future modification can be made by replacing the
XOR gate using CMOS logic by Transmission gates where
the number of transistors can be reduced. Therefore
transistor gate counts will be reduce so the area is also been
reduced.
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Fig. 6 Image processed with conventional adder
The matrix output of this system was then transformed
back to an image and presented in Fig 6.
The matrix of the same image was also processed in a
system that used the inaccurate DCT and inaccurate reverse
DCT, where both DCT‟s had incorporated the 32-bit ETA
described in Section III, with the processed image given in
Fig 7. Although the two resultant matrices of the same image
were different, the two pictures obtained are almost same Fig
7 contains horizontal bands of different shades of gray.
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